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Abstract:
Guess the Code is a classroom project and a method of teaching computational thinking, programming and using application. While we learn basic knowledge of how to
use application, we try to guess the data structure, the algorithms of that application.
We test the program, we discuss about the application as we were the programmer or
the developer.
Contents and practical implementation (exhibition, discussion, …):
On the workshop we imitate a lesson. Participants get some problem and they try to
solve it. In the second half of the workshop we discuss the programming aspects of
the problems.
Some example of problems:
• Can you write 22 into a spreadsheet’s cell? What there are in these cells?

•

If you copy a text with links to a spreadsheet, the links are saved. How can you
extract the links?

•

How does the MATCH() function find the searched value?

•

How are my working hours counted?
… And when does the Coffe break start? Is there a 20 minutes presentation on
the ISSEP conference?

•

What kind of classes and groups are there in a school?

•

To be or not to be?
What is the difference between the calculated money and the amount in the
pocket.

Resources:
Every participant need a PC or laptop and an office application on it. Participants’
own tools could be used too. Different softwares give more experience. We need network to spread and collect solutions. A projector could be useful too.
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